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UND ER THE GAZE OF QÜNAWİ 
Dr. O mar BENAiSSA 

The Shaykh Sadr al-Din al-Qıinawi and his bo ok "Removing the Seals"1 (Ki tab al-Fukuk) 

Those who read or study the Fosôs al-Hikam ofibn Arabi may be classified in to three categories: 
1). Those who undertake to study alone the Fostis al-hikam like any other book, hoping in good 

faith, to be ab le to wıderstand it or who even think that they have understood it quite well. Tiıis is what hap
pened to the modern publisher of the Fusus al-Hikam, abı1 al-~la al-~.fifi who recognizes it honestly. 

2). Thosewhom-the personalintellectual journey has led to perplexity, to a state ofthirstwhich does 
not find refreshing water and who when discovering the Fusus read it in one breatlı and see it as a remedy 
for their thirst. These include cases of~bd al-Razzaq Kasham and recently that of Henry Corbin in France. 

3). Those who study un der the watchful eye of a master who has achieved s ome or all truths through 
experience·ofthe intuitive unveiling, kashj 

Qılnawi himself tells us that he has heard from the Shaykh only the explanation of the khutba of the 
Fusôs, which was enough for him to wıderstand all tl1e rest, as if when slightly opening the door to him, his 
master had given him access to understanding the whole text. 

The Khutba is the short introduction whi~h Ibn Mabi has written before addressing the various 
chapters. It serves as an explanatory statement. It is "on the Prophet's order that he will transeribe what he · 
conveys to us. The figure of the Prophet is present from the beginning, as it will in the end, in the dosing 
chapter of the Fusus al-Hikam. There is also Ibn Mabi whoi invested with the quality of Seal ofMuha:mma
dan Sainthood, will always be present in the book, since he is the pen of the Prophet and his spokesman. It 
is implicitly the 28ıh chapter guessed to be present in all others. 

La ter it will be the turn of Mu'ayyad al-Din Jandi, a disciple of Qtinawi and first full commentatar 
of the Fusus, to teli us that he too, like his master, needed only an explanation of the brief introduction of 
the Fusus to be able to understa.I'\d the rest, in a miraculous waYı because ~e presence with the master ( = 
Qı1nawi) operates more deeplythan the text that one has before his eyes. 

The Fusıis al-Hikam has a d oor. We open it with keys. · 
The fact is that the Fusus al-Hikam contains same clear passages, easüy under~t_and~ple, and atlıers 

which are placed there as challenges to be taken up, or treasures that require a prior test before.letting them
selves be approached. S ome have compared them to a daggerl ( mighwal) under the sleeve !V hi ch Ibn Arabi 
suddenly exhibits to repel and discourage the students not yet ready or ill-intentioned. You will be driven 
back by i ts diffi.culty and you will give up if you are not aman of spiritual arnbitian (Himmai). · 

Qılnawi was aware of tha~. In the introduction of Fukuk, he talks about the complaints he received 
every day about the diffi.culties 'of Fusus : " Please, explain us the difficulties, give us the keys to reading this 
bo ok w hi ch is seemingiy eaS}'ı but w hi ch s lips away as soo n as we try to gra.sp it as a whole:' 

Because of the insistence of these beloved personalities known to him for their merit, competence 
and capacity, Qı1nawi decided to remove the seals (Fakk al-khutum) to reveal the secrets they contain, to 
give them seeret codes that will all o w them to enter la ter, alone, in this bo ok w hi ch is a divine pastur e where 
min ds in search ofhigher knowledge come to feed on. 

Qunawi wrote his book as a gift to posterity. He has a lot of personal writings, dealing with his own 
spiritual experience (such as al-Nafahat al-ilahiyya, Divine Inspirations) or dealing with higher metaph
ysical questions (such as Miftah al-Ghayb, the k ey to the Invisible) but in fa ct this part of his work however 
important and fundamental it is, serves the Kitab al-Fukuk. All his work, whether personal or doctrinal, 
serves a single and same cause: to extend the impact, ensure survival of !b n Mabi's work. 

With Fukuk, or Fakk al-Kiıutum, he will provide global guidance for the understanding of Ibn 
~abi' s book. Without go ing in to details, he will initiate and make possible a practice that will be repeated 
for centurl es after him, that of Sh arlı al-Fusus. The commentary on the Pusu s has become something w hi ch 
many gnostics are stili trying today to take up with more or less success. 

1 This text is a contribution to the International Symposium on Sadr al-Din Qunawl, hel d in Konya, Turkey, 6- 8 October, 20 ll. 
2 The Raıvrl.at al-jinôn of Ibn ai-Karbala'l, (Volum e IT, page I 52), reports a judgment ofTurka-Jsfahaııl canceming some·difficulties 
of the Fusıis that the author, Ibn Arabl, has deliberately left as is: « They are seeret ıveapons (nıeghvallıô, plural of megJıval, dagger 
which is boıne ımder the c/ot hes) of the Slıaykh (lbn 'Arabi), and we cannot ımdertake to so/ve them.» This image reminds us of that 
ofEpitectus's Enkheiridion, this "dagger we have to han d for fa c ing any contingency" and w bi ch serves asa metaphor to his Matmal 
ofwisdom. 
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Starting with translators, in particular, into what has become the new languages of Islam, namely 
western languages (English, German, French, ete.). Because translating is interpreting, trying to make clear 
in the target language a text ( supposedly) ele ar in the so ur ce language. 

Presentation ofFakk al-KhutU.m: 
The Ki tab al-Fukuk, or Fakk al-khutüm (the Bo ok of the Removing of the Seals) is a brief and very 

concise re-writing of each chapter of the Fusüs al-Hikam. It is the esse.ntial key to have access to the mea
nings oflbn ~abi' s dassic ... when it is studied under the guidance of a master. It was published in 1992 in 
Tehran, with a Persian translation, based on the lithographed edition of 1898 and three other manuscripts, 
all of them in Iran libraries. The edition was made by Muhammad Khwajavi who, unfortunately, has not, in 
his introduction, taken in to account the works which have been done to date (more particularly those ofW. 
Chittick) and it contains so me errors and confusions made by his predecessors. This bo ok, probably the last 
of our Shaykh, was written at the same time as the Sharlı al-Arba'in Hadith0

" ( unfinished commentary of 40 
Hadiths) and the N afahô.t al-ilô.hiya in which he includes some personal experiences that illuminate even 
mo re his holy figure. In Chapter 25 of Fukük, he warns his reader that he will come back to the treated topic 
after his commentary on the hadith of. the meeting between Moses and Khezr. But the commentary on the 
hadith in question is not included, as the Shaykh has probably been prevented by illness that preceded his
death, even if orallYi he continued the commentaryuntil the last days ofhis life. The Shaykh, who obviously 
was also completing the.writing of N afahô.t al-ilô.hiya, has inserted a no te ab out this meeting between Mo
ses and Khizrl. Out of these last three works, only the Fukuk was thoroughly finished. 

The day. when Bagdad was taken ... 
In this book al-Fukuk, the ·problem arises to Qıinawi: how to ensure the transmission of this new 

knowledge, how to ensure i ts survival, becaııse he knows that this tasks lies with him. 
He already knows that the knowleçige he is going to expose on is intended for the elite. He defines 

it. He knows the science of divine things is not within the reach of all rninds. He knöws that it is not only 
governed by the un ev en distribU~on of intelligence among men, but is als o determined by the levels and the 
functions of the sp iritual hierar<;:l}Y headed by God Himself. He states that a degree of knowledge is already 
closed to men. There is no demagogy. He is a man of faith who expects everything from God and nothing 
frommen. . . -·· . · 

In explaining his method, he conveys knowledge and i ts divine conditions. 
He does not target the popular mass es: He is not a propagandist measuring his irnpact by the num

ber, nor aman lamenting for the blows of fate. In-the Sharh al-Arba'in Hadith0
" 1 he learns from a vision that 

Baghdad hasfallenin to the hands of the Mongols4
• He is not touched by it to the point of making it a matter 

of mobilization. In his view, the intellectual work is a priority. Nothing shall drive him away from the sole 
urgency that matters to him: to mak e known the new doctrine. He knows that without knowledge any action 
would be futile. 

"As for m eS, İ saw in the night when Bagdad was taken, at dawn, the Prophe; peace be upon him, covered 
with a shroud, placed on a coffin, and people attaching him to. the coffin. His head was bare, his hair almost touch
ing the ground. 

Then I said to these people :w hat are you do ing here ? They said he died, and we are go ing to take him and 
bury him. Then my heart told me that he was not dead and I told them : I do not thin k his face is that of a dead 
man. Wait un til this is confirmed. 

I moved closer to his mouth and his 11ose, and I realized that he was breathingfaintly. I yelled at the people, 
and I prevented them from do ing w hat they were determined to do. Then I woke up terrified and distressed. So I 
deduced, b as ed on w hat I knew of the repeated experiences, that this dream is a premonition of a major event that 
occurred in Islam. As we had information that the Mongols were headingfor Bagdad, I was convinced that Bagdad 
was taken. I then noted the da te of my vision. La ter on, many people who witnessed the event confirmed me that it 
w as on that day that Bagdad w as taken6 ••• " 

. For him th·e fall ofBagdad did only confirm a "spiritual event" announced to awliya manyyears be-
.fore: the end of the caliphal period, originating from the State of Medina and the beginning of the walaya. 

3 Page 148 of the edition of Nafalılit al-illilıiya by Molıammad Khwiijavi. 
4 Bagdad fell into the bands of the Mongol Hulagu, son ofGengis KhŞn, on 10 February 1258 (26 Mubarram 656). 
5 QO.Oawi is commenting on the hadith emiceming the vision of the Propbet (S)flıi'meams and is giving examples of that vision. 
6 Sharh al-Arba'in haditb••, editioiı 'of Hasan Kamil YU..MAZ, pages 127 andJ.28·ofthe Arab text. QO.Oawi comments on the 
badith number 22, where be states the diliere nt interpretations of the ap pearan ce of the Prophet (S) in dreams. 
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Today'sMuslims have n9t yet understood that a newworld is to be build, instead of dreaming of the 
old one. They continue to foo! themselves. 

Qfuıawi's faith is based on divine science. 
Qfuıawi thinks to arm the spiritual hierarchy governing this world, by commenting on a text that 

theywill certainly have to commentintheir turn for the benefit of other initiated people. And theywill have 
to convey knowledge confirmed by sources, because it is a traditional knowledge which is transmitted from 
heart to heart. It is according to the degree of knowledge that we shall have achieved in this world, when we 
die, that depends the form in which God will resuscitate us. In other words, this world exists only to earn 
points in order to have access to a more stable and more luminous place in the next world. Qfuıawi often 
recalls a golden principle: that of union of the knower and the known7

• What we have realize d is added to us, 
raises us even mo re. 

In the Fukuk, the Shaykh al-Kabir ( = Qfuıawi) undertakes a work of explanation, clarification, and 
also a work of suggestion and allusion, intended for those who are more advanced, with a capacity of quick 
underst3?ding and assirnilation. It would be to o complicated to explain here this second dirnension, because 
it would not be sufficient to illustrate it with so~ e examples. One should just know that these difficult pas
sages are characterized by a specific vocabulary. 

The· FukUk is written by a man who knows that explaining is also veiling. He do es it intentionall)lj 
not by trickery, ~ut because divine science uses a process of allusion (ishara), and caniı..ot be contained or sta
ted directly by direct expression, 'Ibara. To understand this text thoroughl)li a sustained attention is required 
from beginning to end, and one should not fall asleep just at the time when the allusion should be grasped: 

So we keep to the work of explanation and clarification intended to give the keys to reading the 
Fusus. · 

The first thing to do in this cas e is of course the definition of the nations, concepts, and all the tech
nical vocabulary ( terrninolog)lj istilah). W e must say that sometimes the definition is so laçonic, so speciali-
zed i ts elf that we ne ed further explanation to understand ... the explanation. . 

The fact is that Qfuıawi has worked so hard on this text, he has studied it so closely that he continu
ally refines i ts expression. In the sh ort introduction he wrote to Fukuk ( about s ix pages i? the edition of my 
friend Moharnmad Khajavi), hedefinesina very dense way, what the beze! (fass) is, what wisdom (hikn:za) 
is and w hat the word or the verb (al-Kalima) is. The akbarian vocabulary is set from the start, made readable 
and cornprehensible. · · . 

Ibn ~abi, writes a text w hi ch is dictated and inspired to him by the Prophet (S). Haydar Am o li has 
a beautiful expressian of this situation: God has revealed the Quran to His Messenger and the Messenger 
has revealed the Fusus to Ibn Ara bi. 

I would also add that the Fusiıs al-Hikam is the last production oflbn ~abi, and the Fuki:ı.k is the 
last production of Q!inawi. · 

The Fusus .serves the Quran, !ike all the work of Ibn ~abi, Qlınawi or RUmi. It introduces to a 
hitherto neglected dimension of the teaching of the Quran, the sp iritual dirnension which consists in the 
esateric meanings that were to complete the exoteric dimensions of the Law. 

Historically; this "revelation'' of the Fusus has com e ata time when the Muslim S ta te b örn in Medina 
has completed i ts cycle, when the Muslim society has become vulnerable: less than twenty years after the 
death oflbn ~abi, the Mo ngo ls to ok Baghdad. 

With the end of the cycle, we may think that the Fusus has com e to bring a little balm in the heart of 
Muslims, to help them start the new phase they will have to cross within a co ndition which Malik Bennabi8 

has called the post-almohadinity. Phase in w hi ch Islam will no lo n ger have the absolu te temporal power. 
. This is, apparently; a difficult and negative situation, but in reality; it announces that Islam will return 
to i ts initial phase, that in which it had no other weapon than the one it has brought: faith in God and in His 
Prophet. 

It is with this objective in mind that Qunawi writes and will write all masters· of the akbarian school 
who will occupy the intellectual sc en e of the first two centuries following th~ fall ofBaghdad, and who are in 
realit)lj the only thinkers who stili have sornething original to teach us. · 

7 llliluid al-ôlim ıva-l-ma '!um 
8 Al gerian thinker, 1905 - 1973. Author of Vocatio1ı de /'islam. Almabad is the Fren ch writing for al-Muwahbidfuı, the last dynasty 
to succeed in unifyiog the Maghreb and Aodalus. The period w bi ch follows is that of the d eeline in the western part ofislam, as the 
fa ll of Bagdad is tb e declior. in the East em parts. 1n Ibn Arabi's time, the Magbreb was un der the reign of the Alrouwahhidfuı. 
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He writes about the Fıısus al-Hikam : 
"Witlıout doubt, the knowledge of the se~rets of a book of such rank, of a source of knowledge daiming to 

be of such title, is dependent on spiritual realization (tahaqquq) which willleave everything to anyone who has 
"tasted" everything in it, to anyone who has been given the opportunity to conquer the content in a sp iritual way, to 
anyon e to who m the content of the bo ok has been revealed, and to who m it sh all have been intended to understand 
it." (Fııkuk, pages 180-181, paragraph S). 

Qfuıawi is convinced, and history seems to agree with him, that the sainthood of the Shaykh al
Akbar is the pe ak and nothing as high will be granted to any man ex:cept of course the Mahdi (AS) who falls 
within the Law. 

Therefore he has no illusion. If he writesit is because the world will never be lacking men and wo
men who will defend the truth and find encouragement in his books. He writes: "God made me know that 
non e of my companions will i nh erit my station of synthetic unity of consciousness (jami'ya9 

), otherwise my Lord, I 
was distressed to see this space, w hi ch is the pillar, ben~ and this tent raised. I was also info rm ed that to carry a part 
of w hat this synthetic unity embraces, the re will always be men of Juture generations, as the Messenger (S) said: "In 
every generation, there will be just people ('udul) to carry this knowledge (ilm), who will push away of it the falsi
jications of extremists, and the deviations of deniers (al-mubtilun)" (al-Fukeık, page 181, paragraph 6). 

The disciples of Qfuıawi were all men and women able to take over that thought which all of them 
strived to spread with fervor and confidence. It is not for them that Qfuıawi writes. All of them have already 
received from him this teaching, and all have become masters in this new thought. They are the main vectors 
on which QliQawi bases his strategy. S ome have already produced a work, such as al-Farghani, commentatar 
of the Ta'iyya of ibn al-Fariz, in Persian and in Arabic or such as 1\fif al-Din Tilimsaru, commentatar of the 
Manazil al-sa'irin ofKhwaje Abdullah Ans~. Other akbarians will comment later Ibn F:lıiz and Ansan. 

With each of these stars, Qfuıaw'i was able to lannch a conquest. He maintained relations with the 
representatives of each form of Muslim intellectu.Wty. With Ab u Hami d Tur ka Isfaharu, Q!ıtb al-Din Shirazl, 
Sh araf al-Din al-Mowsili, he wil\ start the rally of the last defenders of avicennism, w hi ch he undertook with 
his correspondence with the avicennan, notorious in his time, the famous N asiral-Din Ttisi10

• 

For the moment, he wı:ltes for future readers. And his writing is self-evident as it transeribes a teac
hing w hi ch has been.repea,t~d, maştered, meditated h undred times. He writes for Abd al-Razzaq IG.sharu, for 
Sharaf al-Din Dawlid ~yserl, forShamsal-Din Fanan, and all those who for centuries after him, maywish to 
comment on this bo ok which is probably the most famous title. He writesfor Jaıni who will recognize that: 
" Without the writings of Qunawi, I could not have solved the difficulties of the Fıısus. ': 

The disciples of Qtinawi had the faith of one who works for a "new idea" to paraphrase the word of 
.the French revolutiona.I'}'J Saint-Just11

• There was talk of Islam in a different warı the depth of the meanings 
ofislam was freely ex:plored. The atmesphere was favorable for hop e, and many are working to seat it firmly. 

In the foll~wiıigs two chapters, we'II deal with two examples of Qılnawi's influen~e on Ishraq and 
the Akhi movement. 

Qfuıawi and the Ishraq · . 
According to an autogr:ph published in the review Oriens12 by H. Ritter (d. -1971), the famous 

polygraph Qu!b al-Din Shlrazi has reportedly studied the Jami' al-U~, a collection of prophetic traditions 
compiled by Muhammad b. al-Athlr, whodiedin 606/1210, with Qftnawi in the year 673, _the study ending 
in early Dhul qi'da which is the llth month of the Arab lunar year. But Qutb al-Din who got the wrongyear, 
corrected his text in 675. This suggests us at least that in Dhu 1-qi'da 6721 Qfuıawi was stili teaching. Ritter 
points out, ~ the same article (page 78) the ex:istence of another copy of jamt al-U~ which was read be
fo re Qfuıawi (and commented by the latter), which confirms the competence as muhaddith of our Shaykh. 
Qfuıawi himselfhad studied it (aıj.d obtained an ijaza to teach it) with a direct disciple of the author, a certain 
emir Sharaf al-din Ya'qub al-Hadhbaru13• The entry concerning this person in the work of Safa<W" infonu us 
that he was a Shafi'i native oflrbil, east ofMosul, in Iraq, and that he diedin 653/1225. It is likely therefore 

9 .The temıjanii'iyya is usedas synonyın ofjam '.The presence of the totality (al-jam '),the wordjam' is usedin the sense of con
centration of the spiritual energy (al-tawajjulı). 

10 Schubert Gudrun, al-munisalôt bayn Sadr al-Din ai-Qiinawi wa Nasir al-D/n al-Tı/si, Beirut, 1416/1995 
ll Louis Antoine de Saint-Just, 1767-1794. " Le bonheur est une idee neuve", happiness isa new idea in Europe. 
12 Hellınut Ritter, Autographs in Turkish Libraries, in Orieos, 1953, no. I, pp . . ~90 
13 Safadi, Salalı al-Din Khaül ibo Ai bak; al-Wôfl bi 1-Wafayôt, voL II, page 200: e_ıı.try 572, edition Sven Dedring, Istanbul, 1949 .. 
14 Idem, voL V, page 146, entry 93S. - -
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that Qı1nawi has spent some time in this region of Iraq where the stays oflbn 1\ı:abi have left traces, with the 
Tanazzulat al-Mowsiliya. · 

The teaching of the hadith by Qılnawi rnight be selective, because the modem edition of an abridged 
version of the ]am i' al-usUl, entitled taysir al-wusul ila jami' al-usul min ahddtth al-Rasul, made by Ibn al-Rab i' 
al-Shaybaru, and equivalent to one third of the entire original text, alıeady includes no less than 1350 pages 
( Cairo edition, 1346). The whole Jami' al-usul was published in Beirut in 1950, in 12 volum es. 

This teaching of the hadith was naturally as part of the tradition of the masters of Islamic mysti
cism, who have always daim ed that their doctrine was consistent with the Book and the Sunnah. W e only . 
note that thanks to this teaching Qılnawi has exerted an unexpected influence on Ishraqism, the doctrine-of 
Suhravardi. · 

We have the strong feeling tliat the Shaykh Qunawi played a significant role in the rescue of the 
"Oriental theosophy" ofSuhrawardi. 

1 - The known commentari es on the Hikmat al-Ishraq, those of Q!ıtb al-Din Shirazi and Shams al
Din Shahrazuri, have begun to emerge only after the establishment and anehoring of the akbarian doctrine 
in the intellectual circles of the time. This doctrin<t_ has contributed to the resurgence and maintenance of the 
Neo-Platonic philosophy that could ha'{e been ignored foralanger period and even completely forgotten. 

2- Irr this work, we notice "backcrossing with many pages of the work oflbn l\rabi"15• For example, 
the processian of.light from i ts maximum intensit}r with the Light oflights up to the regent lights governiİıg 
the individual obscure bodies passing through archangellights, and the lords of icons (arbab al-asnam), 
presents a striking parallelism with the processian ofbeing in Ibn 1\ı:abi and his school, processian which 
is sometimes. referred to as degrees ofbeing, maı·atib al-wujud or ina more synthetic way; as the five ''rlivine 
presences. But the work of Suhrawardi di d not arause the same interest to philosophers who ignored it for 
nearly a century. The languageoflight, in the processian ofits different intensities, was considered too me
taphoric to found seriously a philosophical system. It could have been considered as an aberratian in the eyes . 
of a traditional philosopher for who m only the language ofbeing and essences deserves respect. 

This is the case of Ibn Sina (Avicenna) and all the old philosophers to who m Suhrawardi himself 
claims to belong. . 

It should also be noted that the expressian ishraqiyyun or that of mashriqiyyun are found in the 
writings of the early commentators of Ibn 1\ı:abi such as Jan di and Kasharu, but do not·re(er explicitly to 
Suhrawardi; it could have been generallyused to refer to a school ofthought among the "people-of tasawwuj: 
Jandi usesit to explain a senten ce oflbn 1\ı:abi, in the commentary on Job's seetion ofFusus al-Hikam. As for 
Kasharu, he uses the expressian ishraqiyyun at the beginning of his commentary on Fusus, in a meaning that 
would include Suhrawardi. SharifJurjaru will extend this meaning to the Ismailis in his Ta'rifat. 

As for the term ishraq, it is also found in Qı1nawi in a technical meaning close to that found in 
Suhrawardi. But it is als o fo und in the title of a contemporary author of Qunawi and Jan di, the famous Nasiri, 
ali ve in 696, author of the futuvvat-name anda ki tab al-ishraq edited by F. Taeschner. This N as iri als o do es not 
refer to Suhrawardi, and is of qalandarie tendency; rather than neoplatonic. 

It is a fact attested by sources that Qutb al-Din Shirazi attended lectures of commentaries on the 
Hadith given by Qpnawi. W e give below a translation of a passage of a commentary -on the prophetic tra
diticin by Qı1nawi, passage on which Shirazi has certainly pondered before writing his cornmentary on the 
h.ikmat al-ishraq, twenty years after the death of the one who was his tea ch er for a fe w months, in 68611287. 

"The world of spirits precedes the world ofbodies ('aiam al-ajsam) in both the coming into being and the 
ontological status. The divine help that reaches the bodies depends on the mediation of minds between the physi
cal bodies and God. In addition the directian of human bodies is entrusted to spirits, but there can benomutual 
relationship between the two because of the inherent disparity between what is composed and w hat is simple: all 
physical bodies are composed, while spirits are simple substances, not composed. Therefore, there is no recprocal 
relationship. But without mu tual relationship, it is not possible for one or the other to exercise or su .ffer effects ( ta'thir 
wa ta'aththCtr ), n or to receive h elp or to h elp (imddd wa istimdad ). For this reason, Go d created the imaginal world 
as an isthmus gathering the world of sp iri ts and the world of physical bodies, so that each of these two worlds can 
communicate with each other. 

Thanks to the imaginal world and to i ts properties, the spirits take body shapes in their places of imaginal 
manifestation (magahiriha al-mithdliyya), to which refers the divine word: "He (the angel Gabriel) appeared to 

15 H. Corbin, L'imaginalil'll creatrice dans le soujisme d'lbn Arabi, page 17. 
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her (Mary) in an imaginalform, asa perfectmarı"16 (Qur'an, 19:17). 
'This is an example of the role played by Qünawi in rallying to the doctrine of Ibn ~abi Muslim 

rninds stili un der the in.fluence of the falsafa. 
Defectors of philosophy who joined the ranks of su pp orters of Wahdat al-wujud are numerous. In 

any case they are such to the point that it will be noted17 by Haydar Amoli, di ed in 1385, as an argument to 
win the hearts of the "resisting ones" by encouraging them to follow their example. 

'This mavement which may have started with the correspondence exchanged between Sadr al-Din 
al-Qünawi and Nasir al-Din Tusi will continue until ~bd al-Razzaq Kasham who will write to ~a al-Dawla 
Semnam, that at the beginning of his quest, he was engaged in the path of philosophy. It is Mowlana Shams 
al-Din Kishi who reassured him about the Absolute Being, by revealing him ·that he had experienced the 
same perplexity" un tü the Fusô.s ( al-hikam) arrived here, ta fusus inja resi d'~ The Fusus was increasingly 
sp reading. Copies ofitwere made. But the surely considerable number of masters who were teaching it orally 
could, in itself explain i ts rapid spread. It is relatively easy to draw-up a list of the commentators of the Fusus 
either because theirwork has reached us, ortheir name s have be en communicated to us as such. But the mas
ters who have remained anonymous are numerous. I have in mind the name of Al-Nu' man al-Khawanzmi18 

but there are many others. 
'This is a good topic of thesis for those students of Konya who wish to work in the field. All masters 

have not necessarily written. 
The fa ct is that the Fusus was widely publicized and w e can even think that those who worked as cop

yist have certainly neglected other classkal works for this book oflbn ~abi, who was most sought. There 
was a lot of money to ~arn the mo re so as there was no copyright. . 

Velayat dar anja 
Qünawi was surraund ed by great personalities. His time was one of the best i,n moslem history. The 

ambiance is that we almc;ıst liv~today ... Except that it was much happier. He was surrounded by rare compe
tendes : there was Sa' d al-Din Fai:gham, there was Mu'ayyad al-Din Jan di, there was Fakhr al-Din 'Iraq i, the re 
was Shamsal-din Iji, :Mif al-:Öin.Tilimsam my compatriot fiomAlgeria, there was Sharaf al-Din al-Mowsili19, 

there was Abu Hamid Turka Isfaham (the author of Qawa'id al-Tawhid). There were also scholars who have 
come from far to get·answers to questions before which have been worrying them for a long time, such as 
Q!ıtb al-Din Shirazi, who willlater pride himselfon having been his student, in the commentary of the Ha
dith: And of course, in Konya, there was ·the great Mowlana Jalal al-Din RUmi and the luminous shadow of 
Shams Tab rizi, with his troop of Great Minds. Go d had gathered in Konya all the holiness, all the sp iritual 
power of Islam. Sainthood was there. Velayat dar anja ... 

. The Bektashiyya (see this word in EI2), pays, to o ur surprise, so gr e at attention to the personality of 
Shaykh Qünawi that we. should perhaps think that we are in the presence of a side1 till then unsuspected of 
the activity of our Shaykh as aman invested with the charge of the futuwwa. The Velayat-Name20 informs us 
that one of the five main spiritual heirs ofHajji Bektash Veli, Pirab Sultan2

\ has said that the sainthood is in 
Konya (Velayat dar anja). U nder this title, the velayat-nanieh explains the meaning of these words by the pre
sence of our Shaykh ·of whom he develops the spiritual qualities. Whatever the histarical reality of the relati
onships of Qünawi with Hajji Bektash Veli, it is remarkable that our Shaykh had been considered as an akhı, 
a qalandar, a great master of the futuwwa by a popular hagiom-aphy. Acc9rding to arecent research ofA. Yasar 
Ocak, a Turkish researcher, this Pirab Sultan "has reportedly settled in Konya, at the request ofSadru'd- Din 
Ko nevi. He had a zawiya in Konya, in which he was buried after :Qis death"22• Moreover, this fact is confirmed 
by the Velayat-nameh who adds that it is Qünawi who has sent a messenger to Hajji Bektash asking him to 

16 Page 143 of Sh arlı al-arba 'in haditha1i, edition of H. K. Yilmaz 
17 In his commentary ofFusôs, N ass al-Nusiis, Le Texte des Textes, edited in France by H~nry Corbin, the French philosopher. 
18 This akbarian mastçr was alive in 739. He is referred to by Rukıı al-Dm Shirazl in his comment of the Fusiis in Persian, as one of 
the masters with whom he has studied the akbarian doctrine. When we know that Rukıı al-Din Shirazt had previously had as masters 

· Kasqani i!lld Qaysari, we can consider that the teaching ofKhwarezmi may have been if not ofhigher quality, at least equal to that of 
his two first masters. It is to him that Rukıı al-Dm Shirazi shaU read out the first pages of his comment 
19 I think that I have identified this person as Hasan ibn Hamza Palasi-Shiriizi. Although quite unknown taday, yet he was read by 
Abd al-Ghani Nabulsi (see his al-Wujild al-Haqq edited by Bekri Aladdin). 
20 See Hac i Beldas Velôyatnanıesi (ilk velayahıame), edi tion ofBedri Noyan, A..[cJili, 1986, pp. 338, 339,340 
21 See canceming him, Erich Gross, DasVilajet-Nanıe des Haggi BeJ..1asclı, Leipzig,-I-927 
22 The revalt of Baba Resıil or the fomıation of Muslim lıeterodoxy in Anatolia in X1Il'1' centwy, Ankara, 1989, page .94 
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send to Konya one of his murlds "so that we can at all times enjoy the fragrance of your presence23': 

The Work of Qı1nawi 
In the Fukuk, Qunawi refers24 in different places to his major writi.ngs : I} az al-bayan fi ta'wll U mm 

al-Qor'an, Miftah al-ghayb, al-Nafahat al-ilahiya. 
The Fukuk is a necessary bo ok because it te lls how to understand correctly Fusus. The keys to reading 

it provides are an indispensable to ol for intelligence to be fitted with, to reach an understanding that is as do
se as possible to the in tention of i ts author. While a testimony, it is therefore a legacy, a favor that the Shaykh . 
Qı1nawi, an authorized disciple of !b n ~abi, has kindly left to his posterity. It can be used today as eriterian 
and reference in the assessı:nent of any commentary on the famous work of !b n ~abi. Because Qftnawi has 
attended the courses of Shaykh al-Akbar for a long time, has gro-wn up in his shade, is his stepson, and es
pecially because he has received from him the ijazas which are a pledge of fidelity and trust. You can read· a 
bo ok and :understand it adequately, but if you have not studied it with the author or an authoriıed disciple of 
i ts author, your interpretation Will be open to d~ bt. The oral teaching brings somethingwhich reading with 
the eyes doeş not guarantee. 1his·is why the ancients used to grant licenses to teach whole or part of their 
work to their deserving stude~ts25 who have listened to the master. 

Qftnawi has produced a work which, at first glance, appears as an autonomobs work, totally inde
pendent of his master's. Explicit references to the·master's works are very rare indeed. The FukCtk is among 
his writings, the only book entirely devoted to a comınentary on anather bo ok, the Fusiis al-hikam. But even 
there, one quickly realizes ~at it is not a commentary strictly speaking, deepening the meaning of a text, 
passage by passage. Such a cdrnrnentary would require a minimum of four hundred pages. No, this will be 
done later, beginning by Jandi. No, it is not a commentary, but a sequence ofkeys to reading without which· 
an attempt to comment would be quite risky. It is therefore an essential complement to. the text of Fustls. 
That' s why we say that this bo ok provides guidance to understand correctly the Fusas. · 

Besides, the full title of the book leaves no doubt about it : Ki tab al-Fukıjk fUısrar mustanadat 
hikam al-Fusı'is, The Bo ok ofRemoving the Seals of secrets of the referents of the Bezels ofWisdom. 

This book is one of the last productions of Qftnawi, and may be the last, knowing that, sometirnes, 
Qftnawi used to write his bo~ks at the same time. This means that it closes a life of study and meditation of 
Shaykh al-Akbar's work, and as digest of several years of study and theo of teaching of the Fusris, it contains 
clarifications most urgently required by those who undertake its study, and who have requested Qftnawi to 
write them, as he states it in his introduction. 

The method of the commentary used by Qftnawi reveals that, as he used to do, he will not repeat 
w hat the author said. He will say what his long experience in the Path allows him to understand and reveal: 
It is the method of his other works, method which according to him, was the "methpd of the Ancients until 
Aristotle261' as he writes it in I'jdz al-bayan, to the point that it can be said that the FÜkCtk is the bo ok where 
the two though~s, that of the master and that of the disciple join or meet. 

All tlie work oflbn Ara bi is concentrated in the FusCts, and the whole thought of Qftnawi is invested 
in the Fukuk. This meeting of the two rninds transcends, however the duality: we are filled with wonder 
before the genius of Qftnawi revealing us the genius of his masteri with his own power. W e then realize that 
between the two men, there is mo re than a relationship of master to disciple, but a complicity in the himma, 
that sp iritual arnbitian thatmakesmen arrange to me et in the highest peaks of the min d, and take the oath to 
gather there. It is in fact, only there that the men have serious things to say to each other and Ibn Arabi was 
there long before. Qftnawi joined him with the Kitab al-Fukuk as pass and.evidence ofhis merit. 

23 Page 209 of the Fren ch translation by K. Ergün er, un der the title Le livre des derviclıes be/..1aslıi, Vi ll ayet name, in editions le Bois 
d'Orion, 1997. 
24 See for example, the end of the first chapter that of Adam, page 191 or in the comment ofLoth's chapter, page 255. 
25 The word ljôza, means lleense and has giveo its name to the diploma issued by the modem universities. 
26 I'jiiı. al-bayan, page 20, of the Telıran edition by S. Jalal al-Din Asbtiyıiııl 


